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ABSTRACT
￿
Video cameras with contrast and black level controls can yield polarized light and
differential interference contrast microscope images with unprecedented image quality, reso-
lution, and recording speed . The theoretical basis and practical aspects of video polarization
and differential interference contrast microscopy are discussed and several applications in cell
biology are illustrated . These include : birefringence of cortical structures and beating cilia in
Stentor, birefringence of rotating flagella on a single bacterium, growth and morphogenesis of
echinoderm skeletal spicules in culture, ciliary and electrical activity in a balancing organ of a
nudibranch snail, and acrosomal reaction in activated sperm.
In the last decade, closed circuit television has increasingly
been applied to the light microscope for studies ofcell structure
and behavior. Exceedingly low light level microscope images
have been detected and recorded by Reynolds and co-workers
(21, 22), who pioneered in the use ofelectronic image intensifier
tubes coupled to vidicon and other video cameras . For example,
in a medaka (fish) egg previously injected with aequorin, a
photoprotein that luminesces upon exposure to micromolar
free Ca", they were able to record the appearance of a faint
luminescent patch at the point of entry of the sperm followed
by the migration of a luminescent ring away from that point
around the surface of the fertilized egg . Thus they succeeded
in visualizing and demonstrating the presence of a wave of
intracellular Ca" release that traverses the surface of the egg
after fertilization (7) . Likewise, Rose and Lowenstein (24) used
an image intensifier and video recording to demonstrate the
limited diffusion ofCa" in epithelial cells previously microin-
jected with aequorin (for additional references, see 22, 32, and
33).
Image intensifiers with video output have also been applied
to dark-field microscopy, for example, for visualizing the slid-
ing of individual doublet microtubules in a Chlamydomonas
flagellum or the shape change induced in isolated bacterial
flagella (20) . Also, in fluorescence microscopy, video cameras
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using very high sensitivity image tubes, such as the silicon
intensified target tube, have been used to record images that
are so dim as to be barely perceptible to the observer (18, 35) .
For differential interference contrast microscopy, Dvorak et
al . (5) devised a video system in 1975, using an image orthicon
in a high-gain video camera whose output was processed with
an image enhancer . With this system they were able to generate
sufficient image contrast and resolution at the low light level
needed to obtain time-lapse records of the invasion of human
erythrocytes by live malaria parasites.
With the recent availability of moderately priced instrumen-
tation, video cameras, and tape recorders, video systems are
finding broader use in light microscopy . Schatten (29) and
others have made effective use of moderately priced video
equipment attached to phase-contrast and differential interfer-
ence contrast microscopes. Recordingsmade in time-lapse and
played back immediately allowed repeated observations, and
discussion by several individuals, of experiments on extracted
cell models and cells in division and early development (also
see references 2 and 28) . The general advantages of video
microscopy are discussed in an informative survey by Butter-
field (4) .
I now report some striking improvements in the performance
and utility of the polarized light and differential interference
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mized application of video systems .' The new combination
provides clear images with outstanding contrast, resolution,
diffraction image quality, and sensitivity . Objects with exceed-
ingly weak birefringence and minute optical path differences
can be visualized at the maximum resolution of the light
microscope, and their rapid changes can be recorded and
analyzed in real time, freeze-frame, slow motion, or time-lapse.
Some gain is also made in visualizing weak birefringence and
small optical path differences through opaque tissues and cells.
These improvements open up new possibilities for polarized
light and differential interference contrast microscopy. Subtle,
hitherto unobserved, dynamic changes in cellular organization
and fine structure can now be analyzed with precision and
speed in living cells. The improvements should also prove
useful in the materials sciences and other related fields.
In the following I shall open with some general observations
about the subject, describe the optical and electronic charac-
teristics required for video high-extinction polarized light mi-
croscopy, illustrate the advances achieved, and discuss the
limitations and advantages of the system .
The Polarizing Microscope in Cell Biology
In cell biology, the polarizing microscope has been used to
detect crystalline inclusions as well as fibers and membranes
that are regularly arrayed at a submicroscopic dimension .
Examples include myofibrils, mitotic spindle fibers, chloro-
plasts, and retinal rods, etc. (27) . Those structures display a
birefringence (and dichroism) whose sign and magnitude re-
flect the nature of the consfituent oriented molecules or fine
structure and their concentrations (25, 26) . The birefringence
can be detected and measured without perturbing the cell, so
that dynamic changes that occur at the molecular levels can be
monitored directly in living cells, albeit with an image resolu-
tion limited to just below a half wavelength oflight .
The polarizing microscope complements the electron micro-
scope and X-ray diffractometer, which are used to resolve
spacings far smaller than the wavelength of light . With the
latter methods, however, the greater resolution is achieved at
a cost of either the need to fix and dehydrate the cell or to
utilize crystalline domains far greater than the wave length of
light, often much greater than the size of a whole living cell.
To take full advantage of the polarizing microscope for
studying the molecular and fine structural orientations in living
cells, one needs to detect exceedingly weak birefringence (often
<0 .1 nm in retardation) at the very limit of resolution of the
light microscope . Both theoretical and practical limitations
tend to interfere with the achievement of these goals. Several
biologists have investigated the factors commonly responsible
for these limitations and have improved upon the performance
of conventional polarizing microscopes (11, 31) .
The ultimate limitations were found to originate in the
rotation ofpolarized light at the interfaces of the lenses, slides,
' These results were first communicated publically at the Tuesday
Evening Seminar on August 19, 1980, at the Marine Biological Labo-
ratory, Woods Hole, Mass ., and subsequently at the 1980 annual
meeting of the American Society for Cell Biology in Cincinnati, Ohio .
At these same meetings, Allen et al . reported their parallel development
in which image improvements were also made for polarized light and
differential interference contrast microscopy by the use of video. Their
theoretical framework and choice and adjustments of the polarization
optical and video systems are, however, somewhat different (see Dis-
cussion) .
and cover slips, etc., lying between the crossed polarizers (1, 9,
36). As seen by examining the extinction pattern at the back
aperture of the objective lens, the sense of rotation is reversed
in the adjacent quadrants defined by the polarizer axes . The
magnitude ofrotation varies with azimuth angle and numerical
aperture, and at the high numerical apertures essential for high
resolution, the rotation can reach several degrees. The rotation
thus drastically lowers the extinction factor, E.F . ([Intensity
with parallel polarizers] + [Intensity with crossed polarizers]),
of a polarizing microscope and increases the amount of stray
light. This severely limits the image contrast of weakly bire-
fringent objects under the very condition required to achieve
high resolution .
The rotation of polarized light at the air-glass interface was
substantially corrected by the introduction of the polarization
rectifier (12) . The image transfer function of the polarizing
microscope was consequently improved, so that the diffraction
anomaly and image error that used to accompany the images
of weakly retarding objects viewed with an unrectified polar-
izing microscope were eliminated (14, 19) .
Although the polarization rectifier substantially improved
the combined resolution, sensitivity, and image quality of the
polarizing microscope and expanded its utility in biological
research (e.g ., references 15, 16, and 23) it was still not possible
to use objective lenses with the superior correction that gave
the very best resolution and image quality. For example, plan
apochromatic objectives that provide superior, low aberration
images with objective and condenser numerical apertures (NA)
of up to 1 .4 utilize fluorite lens elements . These crystalline
elements invariably contain heterogeneous crystalline domains
that substantially reduce the extinction factor.
Furthermore, even with rectified optics, it has often been
impossible to gain enough light to record the images of weakly
birefringent motile cellular structures photographically even
though they could be seen with the eye .
These practical but serious limitations of the polarizing
microscope (and other instruments requiring high extinction
conditions) have now been overcome by the use of certain
video systems .
Comparison of Visual, Photographic, and Video
Imaging
We shall now consider the differences between polarization
optical images perceived visually, produced photographically,
and aided by video .
For polarized light (and differential interference contrast)
microscopes, the image brightness, 1, produced by a retarda-
tion, R, located between crossed polarizers is given by : I - III
x sin2(R/2) + Il , where III is the image brightness with the
polarizer and analyzer axes parallel and I, L the brightness with
their axes crossed (Fig . 1) . Because the extinction factorE.F . is
defmed as Ip/Il (13, 31), 1= Ip{sin2(R/2) + 1/EF) (Eq . 1) .
The extinction factor varies with various parameters including
the NA of the objective and condenser lenses, and the presence
or absence of rectification .
The contrast and details detectable in the final image are
affected by a number of factors, including the extinction factor .
For direct visual observation, the detected contrast is propor-
tional to the brightness difference, AI, of the two image areas
to be compared, divided by the average image brightness, 1 .
Thus the eye responds linearly to AI/I, or approximately to
the log of the image brightness . This is true provided the
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areas compared (i.e ., the image detail) subtend a sufficiently
large area of view (3) .
Therefore, in a polarizing optical system, the response of the
eye to a small increment in retardation, AR, is proportional to
AlogI/AR, where I is defined by Eq . 1 . For a given AR, the
response is greater the higher the extinction factor (Fig . 2) .
For a given extinction factor, the sensitivity (Alogi/AR,
where AR approaches zero) varies with the amount of bias or
offset retardation (Rb) by which AR is displaced from R = 0 .
At Rb = 0, the sensitivity becomes zero . As Rb is increased,
AlogI/AR increases, reaches a maximum and gradually de-
creases again. The maximum is reached at a bias retardation
that roughly doubles the brightness ofthe field, Il , atmaximum
extinction (11, 13) .
For the detection of weakly birefringent objects, it is there-
fore essential that a suitable compensator be used to introduce
an appropriate amount of bias retardation . As evident from
Fig. 2, the bias retardation that maximizes AlogI/AR varies
with the extinction factor .
In addition to altering the contrast of a birefringent speci-
men, the compensator also alters (increases) the average field
brightness (Fig . 2) . With high-extinction polarization micros-
copy, one inevitably works at a low field brightness even with
I / I II = sin 2(R/2) + Il/ I II
Figure i
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a high intensity source . The gain in brightness provided by the
compensator improves our ability to detect small retardations
by raising the contrast discriminating ability of the eye . Thus
we find that, even in a darkened room, the optimum bias
retardation for visual observation is somewhat greater than
that which provides maximum Alogi/AR .
Photographic emulsions respond more or less in the same
manner as the eye . Over a moderate range ofimage brightness,
characterized by the Hurter and Driffield (H and D) curve for
the particular emulsion, the density is approximately propor-
tional to logI . However, compared to the eye, the photographic
emulsion generally fails even faster to detect contrast as we
exceed the optimal intensity ranges .
For photographing weakly birefringent cellular structures,
one generally chooses emulsions and processing methods that
provide moderately fine grain in order to record the needed
image detail combined with an adequate grey scale range . The
exposure is kept as short as possible to avoid image movement .
Given these constraints, when weakly birefringent objects are
photographed, the bias retardation is even further increased
than the optimum bias retardation used for visual observation .
Only then can the intensity range be made compatible with the
emulsion (however, see Jones' remarks [17] on correcting the
"underloading" of photographic emulsion) . Even so, the ex-
Figure 2
FIGURE 1
￿
Brightness of retarders placed between crossed polarizers . For different extinction factors (E.f. = Ip/Il ; where ly is the
field brightness with the polarizers oriented parallel to each other, and Il the brightness with zero retardation and the polarizers
crossed), thecurves are displaced vertically withoutchange in shape . For a given bias retardation, Rb , the increment of brightness,
Al, introduced by an increment in retardation, AR, is not affected by the extinction factor . For a very small AR, Al converges to 0
at Rb= 0 . AI increases with Rb up to a maximum at Rb =A/4, or as shown in the figure, Rb/2= 77/4 . With an idealized photodetector
that responds linearly without limit to the light intensity, AR would give rise to the same signal independent of E.F . at a given Rb ,
and the signal would be maximum at 1t/4 . The background brightness Ib could be subtracted by setting appropriate pedestal levels .
The response of actual vidicon cameras appears to follow curves lying part way between those in Figs . 1 and 2 .
FIGURE 2
￿
Log plots of brightness of retarders placed between crossed polarizers . With the intensity plotted on a log scale, the
curves for different E.F .s take on different shapes and slopes (cf . Fig . 1) . Contrast detectors such as the eye and photographic
emulsions respond more or less linearly to the incremental brightness, Al, over the background brightness, Ib (see Fig . 1) . Thus they
respond to the log of brightness . Alog 1/AR determines the sensitivity for such detectors . For contrast detectors, AlogVAR (where
AR-> 0) is also 0 at Rb =0. With idealized detectors, the contrast reaches a maximum at Ib = 2 x I1 . Forsystems with different E.F .s,
the maximum Alogl/AR as well as the optimum Rb vary considerably .posure commonly lies in the range ofa few to many seconds,
and significant image detail must often be recorded in the
region of the H andD curve below the linear region, often in
the very low negative density range . The contrast is regained
up to apoint during photographic processing, but this approach
is limited by the increase of photographic noise, or graininess,
that worsens as the contrast is raised.
With electronic detectors, including video imaging tubes, the
voltage output or response is more nearly proportional to the
light intensity . Therefore, in contrast to the approximately
logarithmic response oftheeyeandphotographic emulsion, we
can treat the video camera as an approximately linear device .
With a device whose response is truly linear with the input
light intensity, the response should follow Eq . 1, which relates
light intensity to specimen or compensator retardation . The
curves for different extinction factors would then not change
in shape or slope as is the case for detectors with logarithmic
responses (Fig. 2) . Instead, as Fig. 1 shows, the curves should
simply be displaced vertically along the intensity axis. There-
fore, with an idealized linear detector, AI could in principle
remain unaffected by the extinction factor .'
In a video system, the electrical signal arising from an
increment of brightness, AI, is superimposed on an electrical
signal that corresponds to the background brightness, Ib .
Within a limited range, the background signal can be sub-
tracted electrically by applying an offset-the "pedestal" or
"black level" adjustment (Fig. 1) . With an appropriate pedestal,
the incremental brightness, AI, would then stand out in the
video image against a dark grey or black background and we
would have effectively obtained high extinction .
In addition to the pedestal level, the response of the video
system to intensity can be regulated by adjustment of an
amplifier gain ("gamma-control") that affects contrast. In a
video system equipped with gain and pedestal adjustments,
one canregulate the contrast of the image by adjusting the gain
and simultaneously cancelling out the signal originating in the
stray light of the polarization optical system with the pedestal
or black level control .
A suitable video system could thus be used to cure or
minimize the extinction defects ofa polarization optical system.
A dark background and high-contrast video image should be
attainable even under some conditions where the extinction
factor cannot be made high enough for visual observation or
photographic recordingof weakly birefringent specimens. The
same argument holds for differential interference contrast and
other microscopes requiring high extinction . Conversely, with
a microscope whose extinction factor is already high, the
sensitivity for detecting and measuring small retardations and
minute optical path differences could be made even greater by
the use of video .
To aconsiderable extent, these theoretical considerations are
materialized with some modern video equipment . With the
video camera we used, the regulation of contrast and black
level could be achieved automatically by the electronic circuit
built into the videocamera . Combined with our optical system,
the auto-black effectively suppresses the stray background
light, and together with the auto-gain control provides excep-
tionally crisp, sharp images of weakly retarding, minute speci-
men regions .
2 In fact the dynamic range for vidicon tubes such as the Newvicon
andChalnicon is quite limited . Their response (sensitivity to light) also
varies considerably with face-plate illumination . See the Discussion for
further clarification of these points .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Microscope
The microscope used in these studies is a specially built, inverted universal
polarizing microscope designed jointly by Gordon W. Ellis, Edward Horn, and
myself. The optical elements and mechanical components are arranged in a
manner similar to that described earlier and generally used with Kdhler illumi-
nation (10). In brief, a high-intensity 100-W concentrated arc mercury lamp is
placed at the top ofthe opticalbench microscope ; theprojectedbeam is collimated
and filtered to remove heat rays and (for living cells) to provide monochromatic
546-nm green illumination ; thebeam is polarized with aGlan-Thompson high-
extinction, high-transmission calcite prism (Karl LambrechtCorp ., Chicago, Ill.) ;
passes aA/10 Brace-Kdhler compensator (made to special order ; Nikon Instru-
ment Division, Garden City, N. Y.) ; and is collected to the specimen with a
rectified strain-free condenser (e .g., Nikon 8-mm rectified oil-immersion con-
denser to which a second rectifier was added) . The image ofthe specimen placed
on a precision revolving stage isused with selected plan apochromatic objectives,
through a Glan-Thompson prism analyzer equipped with stigmatizing lenses,
and projected by the ocular to the faceplate of the video camera.
For differential interference contrast, the rectified condenser is replaced with
a low-strain-birefringence differential interference contrast condenser with built-
in Senarmont compensator (Leitz-Smith T system) . The objective lenses with
built-in Wollaston prisms were carefully oriented to maximally darken the field .
The Video System
The video camera used in these studies (model 65 II ; Dage-MTI Inc., Michigan
City, Ind.) is equipped with a 1-inch Newvicon tube, circuitry with auto-gamma
and auto-black controls, and an option for driving the sync signal from an
external source (for split-screen comparison or insertion ofa second image onto
the same field by the use of a special-effects generator) .
The output of the video camera feeds through a video processor, a sync
stripper, and a video analyzer (nos. 604, 302-2, and 321 ; Colorado Video, Inc .,
Boulder, Colo .) ; a time-date generator (ET 202 ; Cramer Video, Boston, Mass .);
and then to a time-lapse tape recorder and the main monitor (Fig. 3) . The image
analyzer permits the quantitation of image intensities and the determination of
x-y coordinates of image points; the image processor provides a nonlinear gain
function that allows manual control of image signal level, black level, and
contrast ; and the sync stripper allows the concurrent use of these components .
The f<-inch cassette, time-lapse video tape recorder (TVO 9000; Sony Corp .,
LongIsland City,N.Y.) permitsreal-time and time-lapse recording, andplayback
or freeze-frame display of the recording . Although the recorder output is of good
quality, the horizontal image resolution is limited by the recorder circuitry to
-320 TV lines (or 160 line pairs). Therefore, in addition to the main monitor
(4290 ; Sanyo Electric, Inc., Compton, Calif.) displaying the signal coming from
the recorder, another monitor is placed in the circuit before the video recorder .
The second monitor provides an image with a horizontal resolution of>700 lines
(350 line pairs) nearly matching the capability of the video camera itself . The
monitor chosen (WV 5310; PanasonicCo., Secaucus, N. J .) has an "underscan"
capability, so that we can photograph the full field scanned by the video camera
rather than that trimmed down by 20% or even more in many monitors. The
second monitoralsopermits comparison ofeventsoccurring under the microscope
at one timewith a scenethat hadtakenplace sometime earlier, which is displayed
from the recorder onto the main monitor . From either monitor, photographs of
goodimage quality could be recorded with a35-mm camera (NikonFM equipped
with an f/3.5 55-mm Macro lens) with a '/a-s exposure on Kodak Plus-X film,
developed according to Kodak prescription with Microdol-X diluted 1:3 . A third
monitor with a built-in disk recorder (Sony SVM-1010 motion analyzer) allows
us to slow down rapid motion or to analyze the recorded events frame-by-frame .
RESULTS
Polarized Light Microscopy
Fig . 4 shows a diatom, embedded in a medium with nearly
matched refractive index, viewed in polarized light through a
40-power 0.95NA plan apochromatic objective.The picture to
the left depicts the appearance of the low-contrast image that
is seen through the ocular. The picture to the right was taken
without readjusting the microscope, except that the picturewas
takenfrom the monitor connected to thevideocamera attached
to the microscope . The video camera wasequipped with auto-
black and auto-gain circuits . The improvements introduced by
the video system are clear .
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RECORDER
3/4" cassette
time -lapse
320 lines
>iOOO line pairs, or ^ 2000 lines
FIGURE 3
￿
Schematics of video-polarizing microscope . Resolution of standard components is expressed as number of lines resolved
horizontally over a distance of the vertical video field (one-half this number givesthe number of line pairs resolved) . The minimum
essential components are indicated in bold outlines . (For these components, approximate 1980 U. S . prices are provided as
guidelines. Naturally, prices vary substantially dependingon manufacturer andfeatures .) We use theSIT (Silicon Intensified Target
tube) camera only when the light level is too low forthe Newvicon (e .g ., fluorescence microscopy) ; also seefootnote 3 .
In taking these pictures, the rectifier in the 1.15 NA oil-
immersion condenser was doubled so that the rotation of
polarized light introduced by the microscope slide and the
nonrectified objective lens were also eliminated. The iris ofthe
condenser was adjusted to match theNA ofthe objective lens,
and a A/10 Brace-Kohler compensator, located between the
crossed polarizers, was oriented to provide a bias retardation
of-15 nm.
The extinction factor of the microscope used with the 40/
0.95 plan apochromatic objective was 1 .25 x 10 3 with the
system rectified as described above.Ahigher extinction factor
could not be attained at full objective and condenser NAs
becauseofthenonuniform crystalline fluorite elements present
in (even this selected) plan apochromatic objective. Neverthe-
less, the image on the video monitor provides a very high
contrast for the birefringent regions of the specimen and in
general a high resolution and good correction.
Figs. 5 and 6 show recorded video images taken with the
same polarization optical system as for Fig . 4 . The cilia and
cirri on the Stentor were captured by photographing single
frozen frames of the recorded video tape. While I used a '/4-s
'After the manuscript was submitted for review, I was introduced to
a video camera with built-in image intensifiers, and equipped with
automatic controls for contrast, black level, and sensitivity . The TV-2
M camera just developed by Venus Scientific Inc ., Farmingdale, N.
Y ., provided the sensitivity needed to work at full extinction of our
rectified polarizingmicroscopeand, fora X/ 1,000 retardation specimen,
yielded an image with good contrast and resolution with thecompen-
sator set at extinction.
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I" NEWVICON
CAMERA
( c auto-black
dauto-gamma )
700 lines
photographic exposure to record theimage frozen on the video
monitor, the scene on the monitor is formed by a single frame
of video scan. Two '/so-s fields are interlaced to make up a
single video frame so that these photographs represent video
exposuresof V3o-seach. I do not believesuch detailed birefrin-
gence oforganellar structures in swimming protozoa has even
been captured photographically or perhapseven been observed
before .
Fig . 7 illustrates the high resolution achieved in video polar-
ized light microscopy with a 100/1.35 oil-immersion plan
apochromatic objective lens . The surface ridges of the human
oral epithelial cell (about one quarter of the cell is visible) is
depicted with unprecedented image detail. The contrast in this
image reflects the detailed distribution of birefringence of the
surface ridges, whoseretardation measured <0.2 nm.Although
I have observed many oral epithelial cells as test objects for
microscopy, I have never before observed such detailed surface
architecture with any mode of microscopy.
Not only do we obtain a fine image, but the contrast of the
ridges is precisely reversed without shift in focus when the
compensator is turned . In an unrectified system, the rotation
of polarized light by the lenses introduces a diffraction image
anomaly. The rotation modifies the aperture transfer function
of the objective lens; thus fine specimen details may be im-
properly represented in the image (14, 19). Also, the focus of
aweakly birefringent object shifts and necessitates the refocus-
ing of the objective lens when contrast ofa weakly birefringent
specimen is reversed by turning thecompensator . In the present
video optical system, the rotation of polarized light and theFIGURE 4
￿
Appearance of a diatom in video-polarized light microscopy, using a plan apochromatic objective, as seen through the
ocular (left) and on the video monitor (right) . The right scene was photographed off the video monitor with the compensator
adjusted to provide optimum contrast. Without change in the compensator setting, the left scene was photographed off another
monitor whose brightness and contrast were adjusted by an unbiased observer to match the image seen through the ocular .
Photographs taken directly through the ocular can be improved upon the left scene by giving a much longer exposure, at a
somewhat reduced bias compensation, followed by high-contrast processing .
diffraction image anomaly have been corrected by introducing
a stronger rectifier in the condenser without placing a rectifier
in the objective lens . The extinction factor ofthe 100/ 1.35 plan
apochromatic objective lens combined with the doubly rectified
condenser of 1.15 NA was 8 .5 x 102 .
Fig . 8 illustrates another example of high-resolution polar-
ized-light video images obtained with the 100/1.35 plan apo-
chromatic objective. The photographs show a live bacterium
attached to the surface of an anaerobic protozoan ("rubber-
neckia") .
The very weak birefringence ofthe rotating bacterial flagella
is clearly seen in alternating contrast trailing below the main
body of the bacterium. As the spiral bundle of flagella rotates,
the birefringent black and white stripes travel "away" from the
bacterial body as in a rotating barber pole . Each black and
white region corresponds to a portion of the flagellar spiral
tilted to the right or the left . The contrast is produced because
the local flagellar axes alternately he in the opposite and same
quadrant as the slow axis of the compensator .
The width ofthis bacterium as well as the wavelength of the
flagellar spiral is only 0 .5 pin, while the average amplitude of
the wave is -r0.1 ltm . Even though the amplitude of the flagellar
wave is well below the Abbe limit of resolution, the alternately
tilted regions of the wave clearly define the contrast of those
flagellar regions in the compensated polarized-light video im-
age . In the past I have occasionally observed birefringent waves
of live bacterial flagella with high-resolution rectified optics,
but never before these video recordings has it been possible to
photographically document or analyze the birefringent waves.
For images of the video monitor magnified to the extent
shown here, the scan lines can detract considerably, as in the
upper row of pictures in Fig . 8. In the lower row, the distracting
scan lines have been nearly eliminated, by rephotographing
the upper pictures through a Ronchi grating .'
'A Ronchi glass grating with 50-100 black lines ruled per inch (Rolyn
Optics Co ., Arcadia, Calif.) is oriented with the rulings parallel to the
video scan lines and placed 4-10 inches above the print or video
monitor to be copied . The Ronchi grating is initially positioned so that
diffraction by the grating roughly doubles the frequency of the video
scan lines . The final position of the grating is set to where the scan
lines disappear from the image in the viewfinder of the copy camera.
The Ronchi grating can also be placed in the projection beam of the
enlarger . The use of the Ronchi gratingwas kindly suggested to me by
Raymond E. Stephens of the Marine Biological Laboratory, who
reminded me ofa related use that Ihad made of the grating earlier (6,
8) .
Besides using Ronchi gratings, which invariably introduce some
image degradation, the scan lines can be made less conspicuous by
photographing the video screen just when the scan lines (whose posi-
tions periodically fluctuate) are not prominent, and by photographing
several sequential or frozen video frames with a'/4- to '/e-s photographic
exposure .
The most dramatic removal of the scan lines, without loss of even
very fine video image details, was achieved by a method of optical
filtration devised by GordonW. Ellis ofthe University ofPennsylvania.
This method will be reported elsewhere.
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￿
Birefringence of ciliary rootlets and beating cilia in Sten-
tor . The video-polarized light microscope image was taken with a
40 x, 0.95 NA nonrectified Nikon plan apochromatic objective lens
with correction collar . The objective lens was coupled with a doubly
rectified 1.15 NA oil-immersion condenser, illuminated with a nar-
row-band 546-nm mercury green line . The image was photographed
off a 9-inch monitor displaying, in freeze-frame mode, a selected
scene from the 3/4-inch video cassette tape record . Two '/so-s inter-
laced fields make up this single video frame (Inoue and Chen,
unpublished photograph) . Bar, 10 ttm . x 1,300 .
FIGURE 6
￿
Swimming Stentor showing birefringence of km fibers,
ciliary rootlets, and beating aboral membranelle. Single frame from
3/4-inch video cassette record as in Fig. 5 (Inoue and Chen, unpub-
lished photograph) . Bar, 10 p,m . x 1,300 .
Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy
As noted earlier, image contrast in differential interference
contrast microscopy is also affected by the extinction factor of
the system and the setting of the compensator . We would
therefore expect the differential interference contrast images
also to be improved by the use of video, which could at the
same time provide several other practical advantages charac-
teristic of electronic recording.
Fig . 9 shows the growth of a calcareous skeletal spicule
isolated from a prism-stage sea urchin embryo . The three
mesenchyme cells that support the in vitro growth and mor-
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FIGURE 7 High resolution, high extinction video-polarized light
microscope image of an oral epithelial cell . The 1-inch Newvicon
video camera output was coupled directly to a 9-inch video monitor
to minimize the loss of image resolution . The birefringent ridge
structure on the cell surface is resolved in great detail . A Nikon 100/
1.35 oil-immersion plan apo (nonrectified) objective was combined
with a doubly rectified 1 .15 NA oil-immersion condenser and illu-
minated with the mercury green line . Bar, 10 pm . x 2,000 .
FIGURE 8
￿
Birefringence of rotating flagella on a single bacterium .
(In the last frame, a stippled mask outlines the bacterium .) The
amplitude of the flagellar wave is <100 nm . Nevertheless, those
regions of the flagella tilted to the right and the left show in black
and white, in reverse compensation . Time interval between the first
two frames, 17 ms; frames 2 and 3, 17 ms; frames 3 and 4, 33 ms . The
pictures in the top row were taken directly off the monitor in freeze-
frame. Those in the bottom row were obtained by photographing
the top row through a Ronchi grating to eliminate the intrusive scan
Iines4 (Inoue and Tamm, unpublished photographs) . Bar, 2 ,um . x
9,500 .FIGURE 9
￿
Growing skeletal spicules isolated from prism stage larva
of Arbacia punctulata . Freeze-frame differential interference con-
trast images taken from time-lapse video records . The bright skeletal
spicule has grown considerably in the 2.5-h interval . The spicule
grows within a syncytial pseudopod (whose filopods are visible) of
the mesenchyme cells . Only three cells were needed to maintain
the growth and morphogenesis of this skeletal spicule in culture
(Okazaki and Inoue, unpublished photographs) . Bar, 10,um . x 1,350.
FIGURE 10 Ciliary activity in the statocyst of Hermissenda crassi-
cornis . The large epithelial or hair cell (occupying 80% of the wall
visible) of the statocyst is penetrated by a recording microelectrode
from the upper left (somewhat out of focus; arrow) . The cilia of the
hair cells are beating slowly against the (dark) statoconia to the
lower left ; the cilia have been stiffened by UV activating a mem-
brane protein cross-linking agent . The membrane potential seen in
the upper right corner of the monitor has thus become rather quiet
(Stommel, Stephens, and Inoue, unpublished photograph) . Same
optics as in Fig . 9.
phogenesis of the spicule, the growing spicule itself, and the
mesenchymal pseudopod that envelopes the spicule, are all
clearly recorded in the differential interference contrast image.
Without video, the very high birefringence ofthe spicule, which
is composed of a single crystal of calcite, can overwhelm the
considerably lower contrast of the mesenchyme cells, especially
their fine pseudopods .
The original time-lapse video image, recorded on a 3 /4-inch
tape, which showed the behavior of the mesenchymal pseudo-
pods, could easily be transferred again in time-lapse mode to
another video tape . In this way, the very slow process ofspicule
growth and the more rapid changes in the mesenchymal cell
behavior could both be analyzed at appropriate framing rates .
These video images record the first observations ever made on
skeletal spicules that were isolated from the embryo and grown
in culture .
Fig . 10 shows a differential interference contrast image of a
balancing organ within the excised brain tissue ofa nudibranch
snail Hermissenda crassicornis (30) . The (out of focus) micro-
pipette to the upper left (arrow), penetrating a hair cell of the
statocyst, is used for iontophoretic microinjection of reagents
that affect ciliary motion and for monitoring the electrical
activity of the ciliated epithelial cell. A video image of the
oscilloscope that traces the electrical activity is electronically
superimposed with the microscope image aided by a special
effects generator. Despite the thickness of the preparation and
the presence of considerable overlying connective tissues, the
individual cilia in the statocysts can be seen reasonably well,
especially as the scene is played back onto the monitor.
With the video tape record, the activity of the hair cell cilia,
their change with microinjected reagents, and the varying
FIGURE 11
￿
Extension of acrosomal process in Thyone sperm . The
sperm responded to the application of a calcium ionophore by a
sudden drop in the refractive index of the acrosome at 0.00 s . The
rate of extension, and the change in morphology, of the acrosomal
process during the next several seconds are clearly displayed . To
gain this high a contrast for the acrosomal process, which in the
slender region is only 50 nm in diameter, we used the video
differential interference contrast microscope with the compensator
oriented nearly at extinction (Tilney and Inoue, unpublished fig-
ures) . Scale interval, 10 jm . x 1,100.
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353FIGURE 12
￿
Close-up view of Thyone sperm head extending the acrosomal process . At 11:59:55.75, the refractive index of the
acrosome was only slightly less than the rest of the sperm head . In the next0.05 seconds, the refractive index dropped precipitously
and the acrosome became prominent, as seen at 55.8 s. As the acrosomal process (inverted v) grew between 11 :59:57 and 12:00:00,
the acrosomal vesicle to the lower left moved forward with the acrosomal process . At the same time, the heart-shaped rear
chamber of the acrosome swelled considerably . These scenes taken with a Leitz Smith T-system 100/1 .30 differential interference
contrast objective, were optically magnified by copying a portion of a video monitor image through another video camera .' The
new video tape display was then photographed in the freeze-frame mode (Inoue and Tilney, unpublished photographs) . Bar, 10
jLm . x 3,500.
mechanical impact of the statoconia on the cilia, can all be
correlated directly with the electrical response of the ciliated
sensory cell .
Fig. 11 shows high-contrast differential interference contrast
images of a Thyone briareus (sea cucumber) sperm that is
extending its acrosomal process . This very fine process, mea-
suring only -50 rim, in diameter at its thinner parts, is extended
when the sperm meets the egg jelly or, as shown here, is
artificially activated by a calcium ionophore (34) . The acroso-
mal process grows up to 90,um long in <10 s as actin molecules
polymerize inside its growing tip and lengthen a slender axial
filament .
The photographs in Fig. 11 were taken from a sequence used
to analyze the kinetics of acrosomal process growth and the
changing morphology of the growing acrosomal process . Such
photographs would have been all but impossible to take with-
out the aid of video . Video can provide both the exceptionally
high contrast required to clearly visualize the thin acrosomal
process and the short exposure time (60 fields/s) required to
obtain the sharp images.
Fig . 12 shows a high magnification view ofthe Thyone sperm
head taken with a 100/1 .30 Smith T system differential inter-
ference contrast objective . The contents of the acrosome are
expressed as the acrosomal process extends.
In the far left scene, the acrosome that has just become
swollen appears as a 1.2-pm-diameter hollow region located
near the tip of the sperm head . In the next scene, taken 1.8 s
later, the acrosomal process, indicated by an inverted v, has
grown out approximately one sperm head length (but is blurred
because of the rotation of the process). Within the acrosome,
two compartments start to show . The spherical forward com-
partment, to the lower left, is the acrosomal vesicle .
In the third scene, another 0.9 s later, the acrosomal process
has extended past the lower left comer of the figure, and the
compartment behind the acrosomal vesicle has enlarged sig-
nificantly. By the last scene, 4 s after the first, the rear com-
s I thank Dr. Robert D . Allen of Dartmouth College for pointing out
the practicality of "optically" copying a video monitor image with
another video camera .
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partment and the acrosomal vesicle have both lost their solids
content .
The changes in the acrosome that are so clearly seen here
reflect the swelling of the rear acrosomal compartment by a
mere 1 um in just 3 s . These events that take place inside the
acrosome of an activated sperm have never been observed
before . Nor has it been possible, so far, to capture these
dynamic events and structures with the electron microscope .
DISCUSSION
Earlier, in the general observations about video imaging, we
treated the video camera as though it had certain idealized
qualities : we assumed that the image tube responded truly
linearly to the image brightness over an arbitrarily wide bright-
ness range . Although such assumptions help qualitatively to
grasp the virtues of video imaging, they do not fit the properties
of real video cameras nor adequately explain the performance
of actual video systems .
In actuality, the microscope and the video system had to be
adjusted with some care in order to match their performances
with the actual characteristics of the video components and to
achieve the type of image improvements that we report in this
paper.
First, the sensitivity of our video camera, equipped with the
sensitive Newvicon tube, was just barely adequate to operate
very near the maximum extinction on our microscope . With
the selected 40/0.95 plan apochromatic objective lens com-
bined with a matched oil-immersion rectified condenser, the
image near extinction was so close to the threshold sensitivity
ofthe Newvicon camera that the light source and the condenser
had to be aligned with considerable care . Even then, the video
image of a 1-nm retardation specimen right at extinction was
buried in noise (snow) when the microscope image was mag-
nified sufficiently to match the video resolution . With the X/10
Brace-Kohler compensator turned to introduce a bias retarda-
tion of a few to >10 nm, a clear, sharp image of the weakly
birefringent specimen appeared on the screen . At these com-
pensator settings, the visual image formed by the plan apo-
chromatic objectives and viewed through the ocular was vir-tually washed out, as illustrated in the left-hand part ofFig . 4 .
Second, increasing the bias compensation beyond -15 nm
reduced, rather than increased, the video image contrast . An
increase of contrast would have been expected from Fig. 1 if
the video camera were truly responding linearly to the image
brightness and did not saturate at high light levels .' Because
the reduction of image brightness with neutral density filters
only slightly improved the video image contrast, the lowered
contrast at higher compensation is apparently not caused by
image tube saturation . Rather, it must be that the response of
the Newvicon camera is more closely represented by a curve
shaped part waybetween those shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .
Third, in contrast to polarized light microscopy of weakly
retarding specimens, theimage brightness in differential inter-
ference contrast microscopy was often too high for . the New-
vicon camera . For differential interference contrast, it was
often necessary to reduce the illumination; only then couldthe
video image contrast be raised to the desired high level .
Fourth, while image contrast in video could be raised elec-
tronically by greater amplifier gain, nonuniform sensitivity of
theimage tube anduneven illumination ofthemicroscope field
became increasingly more limiting. Likewise, dirt, flare, and
reflections in the optics became increasingly more conspicuous .
Reduction of optical noise as well as electrical noise thus
became increasingly more demanding.
Fifth, the resolution of the video system, especially of the
recorder, tended to be limited as described earlier. Therefore,
to avoid losing image detail, we were obliged to provide the
video camera with a high magnification image . Increased
magnification results in lower image brightness and reduced
field size .' We often found it necessary, lacking appropriate
zoom lenses, to adjust the ocular magnification and image
projection distance in order to find an optimum choice (or
e In fact R . D. Allen, who uses a Hamamatsu C-1000 Chalnicon
camera, argues that the video image contrast in polarized light and
differential interference contrast microscopy is optimized by a bias
retardation of one ninth to one quarter of a wave length . I find the
optimum bias retardation, especially for polarized light microscopy, to
be considerably less, as described in the text.
In part the discrepancy mayhe in the theory, and in part itmay lie
in the difference of 1, and the types of video image tube and camera
used ; the Newvicon tube has a severalfold greater threshold sensitivity
than the Chalnicon, and the latter hasa greaterdynamic range towards
the higher light levels . (The "contrast detectivity" for a given type of
vidicon reaches its maximum near the upperendof its dynamic range
[17]) .
I personally feel that so long as we are dealing with image tubes
whose characteristics are limited, the best way to maximize the overall
sensitivity is to start offwith an optical system that provides as high an
III and extinction factor as possible, and then adjust the compensator to
match the video tube sensitivity . Otherwise, ifwe relax too far on the
optical noise (allowing the microscope image contrast to drop), we
wouldend up fighting the noise from both the optical and the electronic
systems .
The problem of optimizing the polarization optical parameters with
the characteristics of the video system is nevertheless a complicated
matter, and I suspect we will see several alternative proposals before a
commonly agreed upon, unique solution is reached . Relevant to such
explorations, R . C. Jones (17) has written a critical, broad-ranging
evaluation of visible and infrared radiation detectors in imaging de-
vices .
'The image played back from a %-inch cassette video recorder with a
320-line (160 line pair) resolution actually contained so much infor-
mation that we had to inspect each quadrant of the monitor field
separately . Only in this way could we avoid missing an event, such as
compromise) between image brightness, detail, and field cov-
erage .
The considerations listed here impose practical constraints
in applying modem vidicon cameras to polarized light and
differential interference contrast microscopes . Nevertheless, as
illustrated in the Results, by applying video we have been able
to make very significant improvements in the image quality
attained and information gained by light microscopy .
With polarized light microscopy, high-NA well-corrected
objectives can finally be used and the very weak birefringence
of cellular details provide sharp, high-resolution images with
excellent contrast. Thebirefringence ofmoving organelles such
as beating cilia and flagella, even the rotating flagellar spiral
on a single bacterium, can now be sequentially recorded in Yso-
s fields and their behavior analyzed in detail.
With differential interference contrast microscopy, we gain
clear, high-resolution images of dynamically changing, minute
cellular structures. Slow changes in embryonic development,
as well as the rapid changes within an activated spermatozoan,
are vividly displayed with remarkable image detail.
In both modes of microscopy, contrast provided by objects
considerably below the Abbe limit of resolution are clearly
detected (on objects separated from their neighbors by a dis-
tance larger than the resolution limit) . Rapid or slow events
are now readily and economically recorded, and analyzed
repeatedly, in real time, freeze-frame, slow motion, or time-
lapse .
Themajorimprovements that have been realized stem from :
(a) the approximately linear response of the video imagetubes ;
(b) the relatively high sensitivity andlow noise levelofmodem
vidicon cameras ; (c) video camera circuitry that allows control
and enhancement of image contrast and black level ; (d) con-
venience, economy, and reliability ofmodem videoequipment ;
and (e) optimized combination of video and polarization op-
tical microscope parameters .
Thus, moderately priced modem video equipment now al-
lows us to use plan apochromatic objectives on polarized light
microscopes and obtain well-corrected, bright, high-resolution
images of weakly birefringent objects . Appropriate rectifiers
built into the condenser lens alone, and used with adequate
compensation, provide high-resolution images free from spu-
rious diffraction .
In general, polarization and differential interference contrast
microscopes can be used with less demanding extinction fac-
tors, compensated by the electronic contrast and offset controls
provided by video . The greatest sensitivity for detecting very
small retardations is, however, still achieved with a polarizing
microscope that gives the highest extinction factor. For high
extinction microscopes, the image sensitivity is further im-
proved by the use of highly sensitive videocameras.'
In obtaining the results reported in this paper, we used a
specially built inverted polarizing microscope as described
earlier. This should not be taken to mean that the improve-
ments demonstrated can only be made on such a special
microscope . On the contrary, the basic improvements with
video should be attainable with most research-grade polarizing
microscopes equipped with a bright source and optical com-
ponents more or less similar to ours . For differential interfer-
ence contrast microscopes, the use of other instruments should
pose little problem so long as the microscope image magnifi-
the discharge of the acrosomal process by the Thyone sperm, taking
place in succession in each quadrant .
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of the video camera.
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